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New Gozo Minister
During an introductory and courtesy visit with new Minister for Gozo Dr. Justyne
Caruana, we gave her an overview of the working relationship Wirt Għawdex has
always had with the Ministry for Gozo and that we look forward to continuing with this
mutually rewarding relationship.
As it happened, we did not have to wait long to involve Dr. Caruana in a first challenge since the Għar
Għerduf issue, on which we had been having ongoing discussions for the last 18 months, finally came to
a head. Dr. Caruana totally supported our position and worked to ensure that this historical site is given
the importance it deserves. Minister Caruana assured us of her continued support on all issues dealing
with the cultural and historical heritage of Gozo and Comino. From our side, we pledged our contued
availabilty and assistance in all efforts by the Ministry aimed at safeguarding our heritage. The cordial
meeting ended with the Minister again promising her full support for the worthwhile work of our
organization and agreed to have regular discussions about issues of mutual interest.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Għar Għerduf - its historical value
While many may not have heard much about this ‘ cave ’ , Godwin Vella points out that this is Gozo ’ s
most representational and one of Malta ’ s more distinctive late-roman hypogea.
In fact Għar Għerduf ( or Gerduf ) was the only Phoenician,
Carthaginian and Roman site in Gozo featured in the List of
Buildings, Sites and Remains for the purposes of Article 6 of
The Protection of Antiquities Act 1925, even if, by then, the
surviving remains were already in an abondoned and poor
state.
In the publication ‘ Victoria-the Portrait of a City ’ , author Joseph Bezzina also states that while there is
no documentation of an early Christian community in either Gozo or Malta during the first three centuries,
paleochristian archaelogoy provides a glimpse on early Chrisitanity. Għar Għerduf is placed outside the
Roman city as was typical with Roman undergound burial sites. Albert Mayr, a German archaeologist
who visited the site in the 1890 ’ s suggested Christian usage of the site. Some 50 years later, Antonio
Ferrus, an authority of Christian catacombs, also stated that the place might have been used for Christian
burials. If this is true, it is the earliest evidence of Christianity in Gozo. ( read more inside )

From the Secretary’s Diary……..
2016 Annual General Meeting
This meeting was held in February of 2017 at the Santa Cecilia Chapel. After the President
and the Executive Secretary gave their respective reports, the Treasurer went over the accounts for 2016 and they were approved by those present. No amendments to the Statute were proposed and the 2016 committee members
were re-confirmed for this year. This meeting was also an opportunity
to introduce this year’s group of sixth formers who will be working towards the Systems of Knowledge certificate with us. After the meeting, those present
had an opportunity to carry on any discussions while enjoying a glass of wine.

Fostering knowledge of our history
We again offered our support towards the cultural programme run yearly by the Sir M.A. Refalo school (Sixth
Form). This involves a monthly 1 hour visit with us
where we give them a historical narrative at each site
we visit. This is a very worthwhile programme since, in
many cases, this is the only cultural involvement these
students have during their busy studying years. These
visits are much enjoyed not just by the students but
also by the teachers who accompany the groups.
We are seeing an increased interest in our sites by schools and companies
from Malta who include cultural visits during their field trips and teambuilding events. We are always glad to try to accommodate their time-lines ,
thanks to our very willing volunteers. Again, these visits are usually an eyeopener to those taking part as they see how much of our history they were
unaware of.

A visitor comment:
“I think the Silos were the highlight of our visit and I could kick myself for
having personally missed them for all these year! They are inspirational! Well done for your commitment. Will definitely be back.”
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Requests for the use of the Santa Cecilia
Chapel as a wedding venue keep increasing.
We had three weddings there this year. This
does not surprise since the chapel offers a
unique and romantic location. In fact, several
of the requests we get are directly from
overseas by people who have never even
Giovanni presenting our
been to Gozo! Just seeing the chapel on our
publication of the chapel as a
website or FB page is enough to enchant
memento of their wedding venue.
them.
One such case was the wedding of Ewald and Andrea who came from
Austria to exchange vows at the chapel. The trip for the wedding was a
first visit to Gozo and the first time they saw the chapel in person. On
seeing it in person, they said they wouldn’t choose anywhere else.
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Tour to Malta

Work Exposure Scheme

In March, we organized another tour to Malta for
our members. This time we visited the Archaeological Museum in Valletta to see De Valette’s
dagger which was on exhibit. We then visited the
Malta National Archives where there was part of
the exhibit commemorating the 450 year of the
laying of the foundation stone of Valletta. The
last few hours were spent at St. Elmo’s viewing
the rest of the Valletta exhibition. This was a
most interesting day and again attracted a sizeable group of members.

This year we are also participating in
the Work Exposure scheme run by Jobsplus. This
work exposure scheme forms part of the Training
For Employment project with co-funding by the
European Social Fund 2014-2020. We have taken
on two persons to gain employment skills with us.
One is Victoria (picture) who is being trained as a
customer attendant at our Citadel sites. The other
is Joseph who is honing his skills as a project coordinator working
on our own projects. This programme runs for 12 weeks (20 hours a
week) and salaries are paid by Jobsplus. We hope they will both
gain valuable experience and skills which will make them valuable
future employees.

Last projects with the restoration team

Stone block from the Roman period found
in 1935 and now standing at the entrance
to the Nursery at tad-Dawwara

This St. Paul’s statue at Capuchins Street (facing Marsalforn), by Gozitan artist Ġużeppi Agius
was originally commissioned by the Attard family who ran the original Smugglers’ Cave bar at
Marsalforn front. When the facade of the bar was re-done, the statue was donated to the
Capuchin friars and installed where it is today. Restoration work included major repairs to the
arm and the body of the statue.

Emergency work was started to repair one of the
sagging arches of the aquaducts. We are lobbying
the Ministry for Gozo to undertake the task of
obtaining the necessary funding to restore the whole
aquaduct line, including re-building missing parts.
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Gozo in Print (21)
by John Cremona Executive Committee Member of Wirt Għawdex
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The war in Egypt and casualties in the hospital at Chambray.
Fort Chambray, overlooking Mgarr Harbour may have never realised the scope for which it was constructed, that of defending the island of Gozo from enemy attacks, but it had a long history as a hospital.
Many are aware that before being taken over for
touristic purposes, Fort Chambray was used as
a hospital for the treatment of mental ailments.
The fort however, served also on several occasions as a hospital for the treatment of wounded
soldiers, one particular case being when war broke out between England and Egypt in 1882.
The battle of Tel-el-Kebir was fought between the Egyptian army commanded by Ahmed Urabi and the
British army because of riots that broke out in the city of Alexandria when a fleet of British and French
vessels arrived in the Port of Alexandria. Great Britain reacted to these riots to safeguard its interests in
the country particularly the Suez Canal.
This battle was fought by 18,500 British soldiers and 15,000 Egyptian soldiers. Official records state that
in this battle 1369 Egyptian soldiers lost their life against 57 British soldiers. There were 681 Egyptians
and 380 British soldiers who were wounded
during the fighting. The barracks built during
the time of the Knights of St John in Fort
Chambray were chosen to serve as a hospital for the treatment of the wounded British
soldiers. In fact, because of this war, this

House of the Medical Staff

place was prepared to accommodate between 150 and 200 casualties and those who take care of them.
The print that I shall describe in this article was published in The Illustrated London News of 30 September 1882. It shows four different views. On top one can see a general view of the fort, in the middle pane
the house of the medical staff and the principal gateway to the fort, whilst in the lower part there is a view
of the port or landing place at Mgarr.
The newspaper reports that the first batch of wounded soldiers arrived in the Port of Mgarr on 4 September at 5.00pm. ‘ Ambulances and swing cots were at the wharf to meet them. They were all washed and

dressed, had their wounds attended to, and had a comfortable tea by seven…………A second lot of
wounded arrived on the 12th inst., and the authorities are daily expecting to receive a large number from
the fights at Kassassin and Tel-el-Kebir ’ .
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.cont.........
The reporter seems to have wanted to put the soldier relatives ’ mind at rest that the wounded were being
well cared for. ‘ It ( the hospital ) has been fitted up with every regard to the comfort and well-being of

the wounded. It is under the command of Brigade-Surgeon Tippetts and an efficient staff of medical officers. Five nursing sisters, under superintending Sister J. King, are also on duty here ’ .
The report ends thus; ‘ It is satisfactory to know that our brave soldiers are so well cared for. Those who

remember Scutari in the days of the Crimean war will find an agreeable contrast in our present hospital arrangements ’ .

The print is entitled ‘ The War in Egypt: The Hospital at Gozo, Malta ’ . It measures 152 x 234 mm and
was published on page 345 of the newspaper. It is important to remark that this newspaper was one of the
most popular of its time because apart from the text it included numerous pictures which rendered it very
attractive. The newspaper used the process of woodcut for the reproduction of pictures. Through this process, the artist used to ‘ cut ’ the design he wanted to be reproduced on a special block of wood which
was then inked and used to reproduce the image. The Illustrated London News was among the first periodicals that printed large amounts of papers using modern printing processes.
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Ghar Gherduf under threat
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Joseph Bezzina explains how Għar Għerduf is excavated on the side of a
rocky elevation that seemingly had a number of natural caves that were
also utilized. It is now mutilated beyond recognition but it is possible to
reconstruct its plan as two rectangular halls with a sequence of freestanding baldacchini and with arcosolia ( areas containing burial
troughs ) on the sides and back wall. The trough-tombs with head-rests
and arched niches as well as lamp-holes are still clearly visible. There are
1955

also the possible remains of an agape-table ( used for communal
meals ) at the entrance.
In an article for “ Treasures of Malta” , Godwin Vella provides accurate
details about this site. As he writes, Għar Għerduf was either spread over
two levels, or else the lower arcosolium belonged to an independent
catacomb. The second option looks more likely though difficult to prove
from the evidence left.

1955

Wall markings indicate that the corridor was barely 1.75m high. It also
reveals the layout—a sequence of six arcosolia ( five ofwhich
accommodated five or six burial-troughs ) along the corridor ’ s south wall
and five arcosolia ( three of which accommodated four or five burial
compartments ) aligning the corresponding wall.
The acrosolia have an average width of 1.8 metres, while the burialtroughs are between 55 and 60cm deep. An 8 to 10cm wide rock ledge
around the top of the burial-troughs supported the sealing stone slabs.

1990
The surviving burial-troughs preserve the headrests or shallow rock-hewn
cushions. These are invariably placed on the western side and have an
average depth of 25cm. A small recess along the corridor ’ s wall seems
to have been originally intended to receive an oil-lamp.
A major challenge in the interpretation of Maltese catacombs is the
1990

distinction between Christian and non-Christian sites. While no
distinguishable Christian iconography is evident, other features could point
to a Christian identity. One such clue is provided by the surviving
headrests, which are invariably hewn on the western side of the
respective burial-troughs. Corpses were,therefore, buried with their feet
pointing east. Christian burials commonly observed this orientation in
anticipation of the Universal or Final Judgement,scheduled to take

2017

place on Dooms Day and in the Valley of Josaphat , close to Jerusalem.
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Godwin Vella laments “ Unfortunately, it is no longer possible to explore
Għar Għerduf as left by the fossores and subsequent users some fifteen
centuries ago. A faint shadow is all that survives of its ancient charm.
Even if stripped of all funerary contents and eventually mutilated by
man ’ s urge to exploit and manipulate earlier remains to suit his
egoistic short term needs, the mystery of Għar Gerduf ’ s vanished past
equally fills the enlightened viewer with awe and respect ” .

Ti me s of Ma l ta

by Sarah Carabott

1990

2017
Edward Said…… we need to act and act fast
Mario Buhagiar…… my fervent hope is that
the news is just a bad dream
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Successful end of programme
A 3-year programme of cooperation between Wirt Għawdex and the Ministry for Gozo was successfully completed.
This programme saw a group of unemployed tradesmen being hired by Wirt Għawdex with funding provided by the
Ministry. The target was to give this group of workers knowledge of basic restoration and hands-on experience
and have them work as a cohesive group ready to be taken on by the Government to continue their work on public
restoration projects.
Training was provided for them through an introductory restoration course run by the University of Malta, Gozo
Campus while their hands-on experience was gained through the many restoration projects coordinated by Wirt
Għawdex under the supervision of well-known architect Hermann Bonnici.
The group has now been absorbed into the Ministry for Gozo labour force to continue with their work on behalf of
the Government.
Projects completed over the 3-year programme
Year 2014:


Niche and statue of Madonna tar-Rummiena, - Xewkija



St. George statue - Victoria



Salvatur on Merzuq Hill - Marsalforn



1881 Fountain & adjacent cross - Victoria



St Francis of Assisi statue- Victoria



Salvatur statue & pedestal - Victoria



Located, restored and repositioned 12 VR stones around various areas of Gozo

Year 2015:


The Old Victoria Hospital Façade, currently housing, amongst others, the Ministry for Gozo – Victoria

Phase I & Partial Phase II


Three Hills Fountain - Victoria.



Ninu Cremona monument - Victoria



Sant Indrija statue - Xlendi Bay



‘ S ome Things Never Change ’ sculpture – Victoria

Year 2016:


The Old Victoria Hospital Façade, Phase II, Phase III & Phase IV



The Old Midwife House - Xewkija



Sant ’ Anna & San Gwakkin statues – Qala



St. Joseph statue - Ta ’ Pinu Road - Victoria



St. Joseph statue - Lunzjata, Victoria



Tal-Barmil Victoria Cemetery Chapel – Xewkija



The Nazzarenu Parish Church community centre

Year 2017 :


St Paul statue ,Capuccini Street, - Victoria



Tad -Dawwar Nursery - Victoria



Dar il-Lunzjata - Victoria



Emergency work on one arches of the aquaducts - Victoria
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